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Target market Who is your target market , or your ideal customer? In fact, it can be much easier to start with a
simple, one-page business plan â€”what we call a Lean Planâ€”and then come back and build a slightly
longer, more detailed business plan later. An online software company might look at churn rates the
percentage of customers that cancel and new signups. Related courses. While it would be tempting for a shoe
company to say that their target market is everyone who has feet, realistically they need to target a specific
segment of the market in order to be successful. More and more, prospects are using social media to learn
about companies and to find out how responsive they are. Financial summary Highlight the key aspects of
your financial plan, ideally with a chart that shows your planned sales, expenses, and profitability. A key
component to your advertising plan is your plan for measuring the success of your advertising. If you have a
board of directors, you should also discuss their qualifications. You will still need to cover the logistics of how
you will get your products to your customers from your warehouse, but a direct distribution model is usually
fairly simple. The simple fact is that all businesses have competition. If your business is going to be delivering
products to your customers, you should describe your plans for shipping your products. You could consider
passing the savings of selling directly on to your customers or you could simply increase your profit margins.
Is it a good fit for them? How exactly are you going to achieve those goals? There are certainly exceptions to
this, but for the most part, you should be charging your customers more than it costs you to deliver your
product or service. Not at Essex. Executive Summary This section of the business plan is often considered the
most important. Strategic alliances As part of your marketing plan, you may rely on working closely with
another company in a form of partnership. Because once you know the details of your business inside and out,
you will be better prepared to write your executive summary.


